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The Special Conference of States Parties to review the
operation of the Chemical Weapons Convention in
accordance with Article VIII.22, scheduled to begin on 28
April 2003, provides the international community with both
an opportunity and an obligation to step back from the day
to day business of the Organization for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons (OPCW) and to consider whether the
regime is in the proper shape to meet the challenges of the
current decade and the foreseeable future.  This should
involve not only checking if the intentions of the negotiators,
working in the late 80s and early 90s of the last century in
the immediate aftermath of the Cold War, are being followed
but whether, within the spirit of the Preamble and the text of
the Articles of the Convention, the needs of our current
world are being met.  Before setting out on an Article by
Article review of the detail of operations to date there is
surely a need to review broad priorities of the operation to
rid the world of chemical weapons and to prevent their
re-emergence; to assess the resources which member states
are ready to provide to OPCW for these purposes; and to
revise the operations of the organisation accordingly.

The successful negotiation of the CWC occurred in
parallel with, and was made possible by, fundamental
changes in the strategic relationships between the world’s
most powerful states, which had previously been stable for
forty years in a state of mutual antagonism of political
systems and a “balance of terror”.  While the Conference on
Disarmament was doing its specialised work on the draft
convention in Geneva, the political systems in the USSR and
the states under its influence were undergoing the
fundamental changes which led to what we now loosely term
“the end of the Cold War” and to the emergence of a large
group of states with new, independent, democratic
governments, of which the Russian Federation was the
largest.  Russia assumed the role of successor state to the
USSR, which gave it a permanent seat on the UN Security
Council, the full former Soviet stock of chemical weapons
but much reduced financial resources.

The dramatic reduction in East–West tension made
possible a series of arrangements between the United States
and the Soviet Union (later assumed by Russia) in the late
1980s leading to the 1990 bilateral agreement to implement

chemical disarmament under a regime of strict verification.
Whilst these understandings made the CWC possible, they
led the negotiators to produce a structure designed to
accommodate a parallel bilateral process and built on late
Cold War views of appropriate verification standards.  The
assumption was that relatively large teams of US national
inspectors would verify Russian chemical weapon
destruction activities and vice-versa with smaller teams of
international inspectors from OPCW auditing their work
(and paid from the regular budget).  This assumption
remained the basis for planning the workload of OPCW right
through the Preparatory Commission phase in The Hague up
to the point of entry into force of the CWC in 1997.  In fact
the bilateral arrangements have not been ratified; no national
inspectors have been deployed; and the full verification
burden has fallen on OPCW.  Under the terms of the CWC,
where there is no bilateral regime in place, the inspected
states are required to reimburse the OPCW for the cost of
these inspections but, despite this apparent financial
advantage, the full inspection requirement has been an
important factor in the OPCW’s financial difficulties and
causes a very high proportion of trained inspector manpower
to be deployed for this one task.  As more destruction plants
come on stream in the rest of the decade this problem can
only get worse, if current practices remain unchanged.

Meanwhile, the nature of the threats faced by the
different member states of the OPCW has changed
dramatically.  The relative importance to world security of
the old superpower confrontation has been sharply reduced,
if not eliminated, while the relative importance of regional
tensions has remained high or even increased.  In addition,
the events of 11 September 2001 have caused a fundamental
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rethinking of the relative importance of state and non-state
actors.

Against this background, it would seem important to
reassess the relative amounts of resource which are to be
deployed in confirmation of destruction of declared stocks
of chemical weapons; security of such stocks before
destruction; inspections of different types of industrial
facilities; activities related to control of access to dangerous
chemicals (not necessarily only those on the CWC
Schedules); and the necessary support to member states,
particularly the developing countries.

How real a threat is posed by the stocks of chemical
weapons in the four countries which have made declarations
of possession (especially in states whose legislatures have
obliged their elimination)?  It is certainly important that they
be destroyed within a reasonable time frame; that their
storage be properly supervised; and that these activities be
adequately confirmed by OPCW.  But the operation can
surely be made much more efficient in terms of manpower
deployed without reducing to an unacceptable level
confidence that all is proceeding to plan.  For example,
four-man teams of inspectors, working as two pairs, could
adequately monitor the operations of a destruction site and
its associated storage site, provided they had unlimited
access whenever they requested it and worked a random shift
pattern, which guaranteed that there would never be more
than a specified time gap when inspectors were not present.

Similarly, it is important to decide the level of resource
to be applied to inspections under Article VI and then to
ensure that this is distributed as widely as possible across
facilities in different Member States, while providing the
Technical Secretariat with the ability to target particular
types of installation which might be seen, from time to time,
as of increased risk to the Convention.  Where the
Convention requires repeated inspections (Schedule 1) these
should be carried out with a lighter touch when several
inspections have shown clear compliance but with, perhaps,
a requirement to record all changes made to equipment or
operation and with the TS retaining the right to mount a full
inspection whenever it so chooses.  This should certainly
apply to those Schedule 1 facilities producing very small
quantities of material.

The above proposals are designed to release resources.
Where should extra resources be used?  The first instance is

Article IX.  One of the most powerful components of the
Convention is the deterrent to non-compliance provided by
the challenge inspection regime.  If this deterrent is to retain
its credibility, particularly if formal challenges are used
rarely, if at all, the Technical Secretariat’s ability to carry
them out should continue to be regularly exercised, but using
more topical and realistic scenarios, both to demonstrate the
current state of effectiveness of such inspections and to assist
further development of techniques, such as sampling and
analysis.

Another of the CWC’s provisions in need of strength-
ening is the tracking of transfers of scheduled chemicals.
One of the main tools within the Convention for impeding
non-party state access to scheduled chemicals is the
reporting and certification of transfers.  Member states
should continue their efforts to make this system as efficient
as is feasible, given the complexity of modern commerce.  If
access by non-state actors to dangerous chemicals (not
necessarily confined to those on the schedules) is to be
impeded, it will be necessary to cooperate in the develop-
ment of systems to spot unusual purchases.  Assistance will
need to be given to member states with less developed
commercial intelligence systems to prevent their becoming
conduits for such traffic.  Collaboration with the United
Nations’ system for impeding traffic in narcotic chemical
precursors might be worthwhile in this regard.

Any redeployment of resources should of course ensure
that activities under Articles X and XI are maintained at the
appropriate level.

A radical rethink, such as that proposed, is likely to be
necessary in any event as the new destruction facilities in
Russia and the United States come on stream and if
unacceptable pressures on the budget and staffing of the
Inspectorate are to be avoided.  The main changes required
in OPCW in the next quinquennium of its operation,
however, are likely to be in member states themselves, as an
effective Organization needs, above all, effective decision
taking by the policy-making organs, the Executive Council
and the Conference of States Parties.

Ian Kenyon, a member of the HSP Advisory Board, is a
Visiting Senior Research Fellow, Mountbatten Centre for
International Studies, University of Southampton.

ROUTE-MAPS TO OPBW:
USING THE RESUMED BWC FIFTH REVIEW CONFERENCE
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Why is there no Organization for the Prohibition of
Biological Weapons (OPBW)?  The world has had its
OPCW for 5 years.  No one would want to suggest that
biological weapons constitute a lesser threat than chemical
weapons, or that biological disarmament is less in need of
strengthening than chemical.  Yet that is the signal which
governments and their disarmament diplomats risk sending
out, if they abandon their efforts of 1995–2001 to create an
OPBW.  Even putting those plans on indefinite hold

suggests a complacency strangely out of kilter with the times
we live in.

OPBW is a casualty of the stalling of the BWC Protocol,
blocked by deadlock in the Ad Hoc Group at its 24th session
(July–August 2001).  This occurred after the United States
announced that it could not accept the current Chairman’s
Composite Draft for the Protocol or any amended version of
it, when in the recriminations which followed the Group was
unable even to agree a procedural report.
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